Providing Efficient Power for the Largest Solar Installations in North America

RENEWABLES AND
ENERGY STORAGE POWER

Tradition. Technology. Innovation.

THERE IS INCREASING PRESSURE TO
DEVELOP MORE SUSTAINABLE APPROACHES
TO ENERGY SUPPLY AND USAGE
Already, massive investments have been made in installing renewable sources including
wind and solar energy and the US EIA (Energy Information Administration) estimates
that about 11% of energy consumed around the world currently comes from renewable
sources.
The move toward sustainable energy is already having positive environmental and health
effects. It is also part of the mix which is producing micro-economic gains as energy
costs are lowered and exposure to ‘green’ taxes is reduced. We also benefit politically,
as dependence on imported energy is reduced and macro-economically when energy is
produced ‘domestically’ by local companies employing local labor.
Cleaner sources such as solar and wind power have, in operation, little environmental
cost and are better for the planet. However, the way in which they harvest power is highly
dependent upon prevailing weather patterns and in the case of solar; seasonal and
diurnal effects. Such energy ‘farms’ are often very large and located in remote regions
and may require dedicated access to grid transmission lines.
IEM’s core business has long been the design, production and implementation of
switchgear in large scale industrial applications. Our low and medium voltage switchgear
is already employed in substations supporting renewable energy facilities so that
the power produced across the site is combined and converted and made ready for
distribution over the regional or national grid.
IEM Power Systems is also pioneering technologies that provide flexibility between
variable solar and wind power supplies and rigid demand from the grid.
In order to balance steep fluctuations in supply against the more gentle variations in
demand, a technology is required to intervene when solar and wind power into the grid
is lost; as the wind drops or clouds block direct sunlight. These interruptions may only
be for a few seconds, but to those who manage our power grids, and organizations and
individuals who depend upon a steady flow of energy, such variations in supply are a
significant problem.
Whatever application your facility requires IEM Power Systems can work with you to
develop an optimized solution to maximize the benefits of your investment in renewables
and energy storage.
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RENEWABLES AND ENERGY STORAGE
INTEGRATED POWER CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR LOW AND
MEDIUM VOLTAGE RENEWABLE APPLICATIONS
IEM Power Systems extensive experience in low and
medium voltage power guarantees that we can expertly
support the development of power systems designed
to safely and reliably harvest renewable energy sources
including solar and wind.

Utilizing robust, efficient and reliable rotary technology
we can store sufficient energy to ride-through the
‘micro-cuts’ caused by fluctuating weather patterns,
compensating for sharp sags and filtering spikes in
supply from your chosen energy generation source.

IEM Power Systems supports sustainable power
generation and distribution with two solutions:

The use of renewable energy sources presents new
challenges for distribution grids and individual power
consumers, affecting availability of supply and overall
grid stability - IEM Power Systems provide safe, efficient
and reliable solutions to these issues.

• Switchgear and Controls necessary to safely
aggregate the electrical power generated by turbines
or a solar array, and prepare this power for
distribution via the local or national power grid.
• Energy Storage Systems that will help maintain
a constant feed onto the grid compensating for
fluctuations in wind speed or levels of sunlight.

Built in the USA, our switchgear is UL certified
and has CSA listing when required and applicable.
Our equipment also meets the stringent seismic
requirement of the UBC code.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
• Voltage: up to 38kV
• Ampacity: 1200, 2000A
• Basic Insulation Level (BIL): 150kV
• Breaker interrupter ratings: Up to 40kV
• Breaker interrupter rating: Up to 40 kA
• Advanced vacuum circuit breaker
• Compartmentalized construction with breaker
compartment for each device
• Breaker & PT can be constructed into one section
(feeder only)
• Main-tie-main automatic transfer scheme
• Rear access for load and incoming connections
• Indoor and outdoor applications; NEMA 1 and NEMA 3R
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IEM is the largest independent full-line manufacturer
of electrical distribution equipment in North America.

Software and Controls for Renewables and Energy Storage Applications
Automatic Transfer and Switchgear Monitoring:
Transfer Controls
Paralleled Generators
Multiple Generators
New and Existing Switchgear
Load Shedding
Detailed breaker specific metering and control

Generator Monitoring:
Engine Systems
Ambient Conditions
Soft Load Transfers/Peak Shaving
All Industry Generator Manufacturers
Back Up Power Monitoring:

Facility Monitoring:
Standby Generator Control
Paralleling Generator Control
Soft Load Transfers/Peak Shaving
Integration to all industry generator manufacturers

UPS systems
Batteries
Static Transfer Switches

PDUs

Industrial Electric Mfg.™ (IEM)
Headquartered in Fremont, CA, IEM is the largest independent full-line manufacturer of electrical distribution and power quality equipment in the
U.S. For over half a century, IEM has delivered customer-specific solutions to meet the ever changing power requirements of growth industries in
North America. At IEM, tradition and technology still drive innovation. An experienced engineering staff and one of the most flexible design and
manufacturing systems in the industry set IEM apart from standard product manufacturers.
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